Considering the presence of large amounts of data in organizations today, the need to transform this data into useful information and subsequently into knowledge, increasingly gains attention. Process discovery is a technique to automatically discover process models from data in event logs. Since process discovery is gaining attention among researchers as well as practitioners, the quality of the resulting process model must be assured.
Introduction
The quest for transforming big amounts of data into information and subsequently into knowledge, is a widely researched topic due to the presence of such vast amounts of data in organizations today. The technique of process mining constitutes one of these attempts by extracting information about business processes from data that is gathered through information systems in an organization.
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Process mining can be subdivided into three types: process discovery, conformance checking and process enhancement (Van der Aalst (2011)). Process discovery makes an attempt at generating a process model from the process execution in the organization. Conformance checking techniques check if the actual execution conforms to the designed process execution. Lastly, process enhancement techniques try to enrich a process model with 10 extra information such as process execution information.
The technique of process discovery is of practical relevance for organizations, since it can give insights into the behavior of their processes. These insights can consequently lead to the optimization of their (critical) processes, which can ultimately lead to increased profits or decreased losses.
Process discovery techniques, and more specifically the Heuristics Miner technique, is being used in several 15 organizations of which, among others, the following case studies provide proof (Jans et al. (2011) , Mans et al. (2009) , Rozinat et al. (2007a) , Rebuge & Ferreira (2012) , Engel et al. (2012a) , Wang et al. (2012) ). Since it is no longer only an academic artifact, it is important that the algorithm and the heuristics used in the Heuristics Miner technique are reliable and thus provide valid and complete results for organizations. However, when performing the Heuristics Miner algorithm, as implemented in ProM 6.2, on an event log from the Belgian 20 transportation company De Lijn, two anomalies were found. Firstly, split and join semantics were not correctly mined and shown in the discovered process model. Second, relations constituting approximately 44 % of the entire event log were not present in the mined process model. Considering the Heuristics Miner algorithm is popular in research and in practice (as will be shown in Section 3), for the method not being able to mine nearly 50% of the behavior present in the data is not acceptable.
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To our knowledge, these anomalies relating to the validity and the completeness of the mined process models in the open source process mining framework ProM have not yet been resolved. The goal of this research is to develop an artifact (cfr. the design science research methodology described in Peffers et al. (2007) ) based on the Heuristics Miner algorithm, but not containing the deficiencies concerning validity and completeness.
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The rest of this work is organized as follows. In the following section, three general elements of process mining are first described, i.e. process discovery in general, the Heuristics Miner technique and evaluation metrics for process discovery techniques. Next, in Section 3 important notions concerning the research methodology are described, including arguments in favor of the relevance of this work and the objectives of this paper. Section 35 4 and Section 5 describe the structural problems and the implementation problems in the Heuristics Miner respectively. In Section 6, an attempt is made to evaluate our outlined artifact which we call the Updated Heuristics Miner. This section also presents possible threats to the validity of our evaluation. Finally, Section 7 concludes our work, states the main contributions of our work, along with opportunities for further research. 
Background

Process discovery
The input of a process discovery technique is an event log. An event log consists of a sequence of traces, which, in turn, consist of a sequence of events that were recorded in the information systems of an organization. We describe an event log W 1 as follows: {ABCDEF 3 , AGHF 2 , ABDCEF 2 }, where the superscripts denote the frequency of the trace in the event log.
The Heuristics Miner mines an event log in three phases: (i) mining the dependency graph, (ii) mining split and join relations, (iii) mining long-distance dependency relations.
Step (iii) is not relevant for our research, and thus will not be discussed in more detail here. We refer to Weijters & Ribeiro (2011) for a description of this step. 
Mining the dependency graph
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The goal of the first phase consists of building the dependency graph related to the event log. As mentioned in Weijters & Ribeiro (2011) the dependency graph of an event log is defined as follows:
where E is the finite set of activities, for which events are recorded in the event log, b denotes the activities preceding b, and a consists of the activities succeeding a. In other words, the dependency graph contains for each activity a the input-and output activities that have been accepted as dependency relations (a, b).
In order to accept a dependency relation and consequently build the dependency graph of an event log, first a dependency matrix is constructed. The dependency matrix of an event log W is a n x n matrix for which each element d a,b is defined as follows:
with n the number of activities in W , a and b two different activities present in event log W and |a > W b| the frequency of ...ab... sequences in event log W . The value a ⇒ W b is called the dependency measure between two activities a and b and is a frequency-based metric that quantifies the certainty of a dependency relation between two activities a and b. It can take on a value between −1 and 1: a high value denoting a strong dependency, a low value denoting a strong inverse dependency, and a value of zero denoting no dependency.
Since Definition 2 results in very low values for loops of length one (i.e. ACB, ACCB, ACCCB, ...) and loops of length two (i.e. ACBD, ACBCBD, ACBCBCBD, ...) due to the low value in the nominator, the Heuristics Miner algorithm (Weijters & Ribeiro (2011) ) provides an alternative definition of the dependency measure for loops of length one and length two (which are called L1 loops and L2 loops respectively):
with |a >> W b| the frequency of ...aba... sequences in event log W . The dependency measure for these short 75 loops of length one and two are defined in a range between 0 and 1.
The dependency matrix contains for each two activities the strength of their connection. The goal now is to select the strongest connections between events that will be shown in the resulting mined process model. This selection is done using thresholds and optionally the all-tasks-connected heuristic. The Heuristics Miner defines 80 five thresholds: the dependency threshold, the length-one loops threshold, the length-two loops threshold, the relative to best threshold and the positive observation threshold which are used to a different extent dependent on the use of the all-tasks-connected heuristic.
In case of constructing the dependency graph without the all-tasks-connected heuristic, threshold values are used to determine if the value of the dependency measure is high enough and consequently if the dependency 85 relation will be accepted or not. Three threshold values are used: the dependency threshold, the length-one loops threshold and the length-two loops threshold. An advantage of using these three threshold values is that an experienced user can set them in such a way that only the very strong dependency relations are shown (i.e.
setting a high threshold). The disadvantage, however, is that a user must have some sort of knowledge concerning the process, the discovery algorithm or the purpose of the resulting process model.
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The all-tasks-connected heuristic somewhat tries to eliminate this disadvantage. It uses the following intuition:
each activity x, that does not start or end a trace, must have an activity a that triggers its execution and an activity b that is triggered by its execution, i.e. all activities are connected. Using this heuristic, a preliminary dependency graph is built: for each activity x the input set x consists of the activity a having the highest value for the dependency measure a ⇒ W x, and analogous for the output set x . Extra dependency connections
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are accepted with the use of the relative to best threshold in combination with the dependency threshold. If a dependency measure a ⇒ W y has a higher value than the dependency threshold and is "close enough" to the highest value of the dependency measure a ⇒ W x, i.e. the difference does not exceed the relative to best threshold, then the dependency relation a ⇒ W y is also accepted.
One extra threshold value is used in the Heuristics Miner, i.e. the positive observation threshold, which sets a 100 lower bound to the frequency of an ...ab... sequence in the event log. This threshold is default set to 1.
Not using the all-tasks-connected heuristic may result in a dependency graph with disconnected activities, yet connectedness seems a desirable process model property. Therefore, the assumption is made that the all-tasksconnected heuristic is always used (the option is also set default in ProM 6.2). Figure 2 shows the process model related to event log W 1 , enriched with split and join semantics. We call such process models enriched with non-sequential process flow information semantic process models. Note that the symbol for an AND-split and an AND-join is the -symbol and the symbol for an XOR-split and an XOR-join is the -symbol.
Mining split and join relations
In order to construct a so-called semantic process model, first the dependency graph is transformed into a causal net. A causal net (A, I, O) is defined as follows (Weijters & Ribeiro (2011) ):
A is a finite set of activities,
I : A → P (P (A)) is the input pattern function,
O : A → P (P (A)) is the output pattern function.
The transformation from a to I(a) and from a to O(a) for an activity a can be done as follows. First, the following metric is determined for each two elements in the input or output set of an activity a in an event log W (Weijters et al. (2006) ):
This metric is high when traces ...abc... and ...acb... often occur in an event log, which means that activities b and c are in an AND-relation, with respect to activity a. The value of this metric is then compared to a threshold value, which is default set to 0.1. If the value is higher than this threshold value, then the activities b and c are assumed to be in an AND-relation, otherwise they are assumed to be in an XOR-relation. Finally, the split and 110 join semantics are stored in the causal net. For the complete dependency graph of event log W 1 , the causal net is shown in Table 1 . Note that elements in the same subset are in an AND-relation and elements in different subsets are in an XOR-relation.
Evaluating the quality of the discovered process models
The process discovery techniques need to be evaluated in terms of their generated output. This evaluation may 115 take place alongside the following three dimensions (Krogstie et al. (1995) ): syntactic quality, pragmatic quality and semantic quality. Syntactic quality refers to the correspondence between the process model and the syntax of the process modeling language. The pragmatic quality refers to the comprehension of the process model.
These two dimensions are not subject of our work and we will further focus only on semantic quality. We thus use the semiotic quality framework of Krogstie et al. (1995) to define quality here as the semantic quality of a 120 model. The semantic quality consists of validity and completeness. Validity refers to the fact that all statements made by the process model are correct, completeness means that all relevant behavior is present in the mined process model.
A common framework for evaluating mined process models is not yet present in the process mining literature.
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However, Rozinat et al. (2007b) and Rozinat et al. (2008) presented a first attempt to this end. They stated the need for comparing mined process models resulting from different algorithms and, more importantly, the need to assess the quality of mined process models. The following dimensions for the evaluation of the quality of process models were defined by Rozinat et al. (2007b) and Rozinat et al. (2008) : (i) fitness, (ii) precision, (iii) generalization and (iv) structure. Fitness is defined as the "fit" of the process model with the "reality", i.e. the observed behavior recorded in the event log. The fitness of a process model is poor if an event log contains a lot of traces which can not be parsed by the process model. Precision penalizes overfitted models, generalization penalizes underfitted models and structure is related to the pragmatic quality of a model.
INPUT SET ACTIVITY OUTPUT SET
Another attempt at creating a common framework for the evaluation of mined process models can be found Since the latter is related to the pragmatic quality of a model, it is not included in our study. The fitness measure is the evaluation measure for recall we will use in this paper. Concerning the precision dimension, this will be visually assessed by the researchers since measures for precision are computationally complex and no 140 straightforward and precise measure can be found in the ProM 6.2 framework (De Weerdt et al. (2012) ).
Two metrics were found in the Heuristics Mining literature which quantify fitness (Weijters et al. (2006) ): the parsing measure P M and the continuous parsing measure CP M . The parsing measure is defined as follows:
with c the number of correctly parsed traces and t the total number of traces in event log W . A second, less naive (Weijters et al. (2006) ) continuous parsing fitness measure is defined with a higher granularity (i.e. identifying events instead of traces) as follows:
with e the total number of events in event log W , m the number of missing activated input expressions (i.e.
events not parsed in the trace) and r the number of remaining activated output expressions (i.e. the hanging events at the end of a trace).
In designing the Updated Heuristics Miner artifact, the design science research methodology of Peffers et al. found concerning the Heuristics Miner algorithm and the implementation in ProM 6.2 (which will be referred to here respectively as structural and implementation problems) which did not only affect the specific event log W RL , but also other real-life event logs. Consequently, a second cycle of the DSRM was started, initiating from the validity and the completeness of the Heuristics Miner in general and not related to any event log in particular. This benefited our research in terms of the generalization of the designed artifact, i.e. the Heuristics
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Miner was not optimized to a particular event log. This paper will set out the second cycle of the DSRM, using the problematic event log W RL as an extra means to evaluate our Updated Heuristics Miner (UHM).
Relevance
To demonstrate the relevance of this paper, the following references are made. First of all, Van der Aalst &
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Weijters (2004) discussed challenging problems in the field of process discovery. Two of these challenges concern the mining of loops and the presence of noise. These two challenges are related to the structural problems as we will discuss in Section 4. We will tackle these challenges and our artifact will be shown to better handle the mining of loops and the treatment of noise. Second, the process mining manifesto (Van der Aalst et al.
(2012)) mentioned three challenges that contribute to the relevance of this study. Challenge C2 states that 170 process discovery techniques should be able to deal with different sorts of event logs with different characteristics. The event log from the transportation company De Lijn indeed contains traces with sequences of events not encountered in other available event logs. The developed artifact will thus contribute to the ability of the Heuristics Miner to mine a wider range of event logs. Challenges C10 and C11 state that the usability and understandability for non-experts must be improved. By improving the quality of the discovered process models,
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they become more reliable and users will be able to use them more frequently for e.g. decision making. The understandability of the discovered process model is a prerequisite for usability, and solving problems related to semantic validity contributes to a more understandable process model. Next, the survey conducted by Claes & Poels (2013) mining an event log with the Heuristics Miner, many connections were not shown in the discovered process model.
Objectives
Following the design science research methodology, we now define three clear objectives for the designed artifact.
We state that the designed artifact must on the one hand generate valid process models, i.e. the process models 195 must be correct in line with the theory concerning the Heuristics Miner (Weijters & Ribeiro (2011) ). On the other hand, the Updated Heuristics Miner must also generate complete process models. A complete process model is not easily definable since a trade-off must be made between overfitting and underfitting the reality present in the event log. In other words, the Updated Heuristics Miner must mine process models with a high fitness value (high fit with reality), while not overfitting the event log by including noisy connections. Moreover,
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these objectives must be achieved while not increasing the execution time or increasing the effort for users.
Structural problems in the Heuristics Miner algorithm
Three structural problems were found in the algorithm of the Heuristics Miner and deteriorated the semantic quality of mined process models. One problem concerned the validity of the mined process models and two problems concerned the completeness of the mined process models. 
Validity of the mined process model
The Heuristics Miner algorithm defines separate dependency measures for loops of length one and loops of length two (L1 and L2 loops), as shown in Definition 3 and Definition 4. These formulas seem somewhat counterintuitive when considering the following illustration. The presence of 9 L1 loops in an event log of length 1, 000, 000, results in the acceptance of that loop, assuming that the L1 loop threshold equals the default value of 0.9. Yet, 210 these 9 occurrences must, in our opinion, be considered noise and thus not be shown in the resulting process model. Analogous for L2 loops, an event log with 1, 000, 000 traces containing 5 traces with . ) of taking on a value lower than 0.9, which is the default threshold value for loops of length one and loops of length two. There are thus only 9 cases in which a short loop will not be shown, assuming the default threshold value.
Even when assuming that the default threshold value for L1 and L2 loops is not used, then no meaningful An attempt is made to define a dependency measure for L1 loops in accordance to the definition of the dependency measure for ordinary dependency connections, i.e. we wish to incorporate a penalty for noise for the a ⇒ W a connection. First, noise has to be defined with respect to L1 loops, but this is not straightforward. For normal dependency relations a ⇒ W b, the "opposite relation" b ⇒ W a is considered noise. Here however, this is not possible since we are considering loops of length one. An option that was explored was considering all relations a ⇒ W x (with x = a) as noise for a ⇒ W a. However, this assumption leads to an exaggeration of the noise and is not accurate. A golden mean is hard to find between these two extremes, since considering some a ⇒ W x connections as noise and some not, leads to a distorted dependency measure.
Therefore, a relative frequency-based measure is defined for L1 loops as follows:
with W an event log and e the activities in event log W .
The measure takes the ratio of the frequency of the L1 loop and the frequency of the relation between the activity and its best output activity. In other words, it expresses the strength of the L1 loop against the best connection the activity in the loop has. This results in a value between 0 and 1 that represents the strength of the loop connection.
Analogous to short loops of length one, noise was attempted to be defined for L2 loops. However, also, the "opposite" relation |b >> W a| can not be considered noise for the a ⇒ 2 W b connection, since |a >> W b| and |b >> W a| both denote an L2 dependency. Considering all relations a ⇒ W x (with x = b) as noise to a dependency connection a ⇒ 2 W b also leads to an exaggeration of noise for the L2 loop and is not accurate. A new dependency measure must first take into account that there are two aspects to an L2 relation, i.e. the connection between a and b and the connection between b and a. If they both occur more in an L2 loop then the positive observation threshold and one connection |a > W b| or |b > W a| is strong enough, than the opposite connection must be made and the L2 loop must be recognized. Therefore, the dependency values for a ⇒ 2 W b and b ⇒ 2 W a must be equal. A dependency measure based on the relative frequency of the occurrence of the L2 loop is defined as follows:
with W an event log and e all the activities in event log W .
It is clear that the measure produces the same value for both a ⇒ analogous to L1 loops, the strength of an L2 loop dependent on the best connection an activity in the loop has.
Completeness of the mined process model
For regular dependency connections between two activities a and b, the Heuristics Miner (using the all-tasksconnected heuristic) connects all tasks based on their best input and output measure and then, to allow other strong dependency connections with a value close to the best connection, the relative to best threshold and the 230 dependency threshold are used to also accept those strong connections. What seems counterintuitive about the use of the relative to best threshold, is that it is used in combination with the ordinary dependency threshold.
In other words, consider an event log W 2 containing following traces ...ab... and ...ac... and a ⇒ W2 b = 0.61, a ⇒ W2 c = 0.60 and the all-tasks-connected heuristic is applied, then a ⇒ W2 b is accepted, but a ⇒ W2 c is not. The reason for this is that b is the best output event for activity a and is thus accepted, but when later 235 applying the relative to best threshold, c is not accepted as an output activity for a because a ⇒ W2 c < 0.9, i.e.
lower than the dependency threshold. The value of a ⇒ W2 c, however does not differ much from the best output measure of activity a and is thus as important to activity a as the a ⇒ W2 b-connection is. It does not seem a very true representation of the real world, if two dependency relations are almost equally strong, but only one is shown to the user. This might lead to wrong conclusions and thus to faulty decision-making.
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This results in a lower completeness of the discovered process model and thus the use of the relative to best threshold is adapted in the Updated Heuristics Miner algorithm. The acceptance of extra dependency relations will now only be based on the relative to best threshold and the positive observation threshold.
A second encountered anomaly concerning completeness, concerns the use of the all-tasks-connected heuristic.
a successor event and takes the events with the best dependency measures as these predecessor and successor activities. We have extended this heuristic to also include loops. It is stated in Weijters & Ribeiro (2011) that the use of the all-tasks-connected heuristic provides some advantages, among which, to a large extent, the independence of the three threshold-values: the regular dependency threshold, the length-one-loop dependency 250 threshold and the length-two-loop dependency threshold. Consequently, we want to apply this heuristic not only to ordinary dependency relations, but also to L1 and L2 loops. This results in short loops now being accepted dependent on whether their connection to an activity is strong, rather than based on static dependency thresholds. This amounts to the completeness of the mined process model in terms of showing all relevant behavior.
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5. Implementation problems in the Heuristics Miner in ProM 6.2
Besides the three structural problems described in Section 4, also two problems were found concerning the implementation of the Heuristics Miner in ProM 6.2. These anomalies deteriorated the semantic quality of process models generated using the Heuristics Miner in ProM 6.2. One problem concerned the validity of the mined process models and the other problem concerned the completeness of the mined process models. 
Validity of the semantic process model
The semantic process model generated by the Heuristics Miner in ProM 6.2 is not considered valid. We define valid here as: it does not conform to the process model generated by the theoretical rules defined in Weijters & Ribeiro (2011) , which describes the transformation from a dependency graph to a semantic process model.
When investigating in detail the program code responsible for building a semantic process model, two steps can 265 be distinguished. The first transforms the dependency graph into a causal net and the second transforms the causal net into a semantic process model.
From dependency graph to causal net
Consider event log W 1 and its corresponding causal net in Table 1 . When mining W 1 , the Heuristics Miner 270 algorithm in ProM transforms the dependency graph shown in Table 2 into the causal net in Table 3 . The dependency graph constructed by the Heuristics Miner algorithm is built correctly. However, when taking a closer look at the generated causal net, it is clear that this does not correspond to the causal net represented in Table 1 , which was built according to the theory. Each activity in the causal net in Table 3 contains its correct input and output activities, but the construction of the subsets is not correct: two activities in the same subset 275 are in an AND-relation and activities in different subsets are in an XOR-relation (Weijters & Ribeiro (2011) ).
It is clear that Table 3 contains the subsets in an opposite fashion.
From causal net to semantic process model
First, the activities itself are added to the semantic process model. Second, the input and output gateways for each activity a are added. When adding a gateway, automatically an XOR-gateway is selected regardless of the nature of the relation between two activities. Then, an XOR-gateway is added for each input and output activity of a. Clearly this is incorrect, since an activity having several possible inputs (or outputs) should have only one XOR-gateway (or AND-gateway), as opposed to as many as its number of input (or output) activities.
Furthermore, since the erratic causal net representation is used, the algorithm considers an XOR-relation as an
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AND-relation and vice versa.
The third part of this transformation step, finally, connects the gateways to each other in order to form a connected semantic process model. The resulting semantic process model of W 1 is shown in Figure 3 .
The source of this anomaly is thus twofold: an erratic representation of a causal net and the fact that the nature 290 of a relation is not taken into account when transforming the causal net into a semantic process model. The semantic process model of event log W 1 shown in Figure 3 clearly shows no similarity to the correct semantic process model in Figure 2 .
In order to solve this anomaly, first, the transformation from dependency graph to causal net is altered by 295 correctly interpreting the AND-and XOR-relations from the input and output sets in the dependency graph.
Then, the algorithm is adapted in order to make a distinction between activities in a sequential relation, an AND-or an XOR-relation. Dependent on the nature of the relation, the corresponding gateway is selected and added. Finally, the corresponding gateways are connected to each other. Figure 2 shows the semantic process model generated by the Updated Heuristics Miner for event log W 1 . 300
Completeness of the mined process model
The completeness of the mined process model concerns the fact that important dependencies are not shown.
The source of this problem concerns the calculation of the L2 dependency measure.
Whereas in Section 4, we discussed the erroneous calculation of the L2 dependency measure, it was also observed that this measure was not always calculated to start with. More specific, the L2 dependency measure between 305 two activities a and b is not calculated if one of the following conditions holds:
• a is in an L1 loop and |a >> W b| is higher than the positive observation threshold or, Figure 3 : Screenshot of the semantic process model of event log W1 generated with the Heuristics Miner in ProM 6.2.
• b is in an L1 loop and |b >> W a| is higher than the positive observation threshold or,
• all of the above.
In other words, if one of two activities a or b is involved in an L1 loop and this activity occurs more than once 310 in the L2 connection, then the Heuristics Miner algorithm will not accept this L2 relation. This is odd, since in that case, no activities involved in both a high-frequency length-one loop and a high-frequency length-two loop are shown in the mined process model.
This counter-intuitive condition is thus removed in the Updated Heuristics Miner.
Evaluation
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The Updated Heuristics Miner is now evaluated in terms of validity and completeness on the one hand and in terms of cost, effort and time on the other.
Evaluating the validity of the mined process model
Validity is related to the dependency measures for short loops and the correctness of the semantic process models.
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The goal of this first evaluation is to ascertain that a noisy L1 loop (or L2 loop) is no longer shown in the mined process model. The fitness measure is irrelevant here, since a process model containing noisy loops will have a higher fitness than a process model not showing noise. Therefore, Table 4 shows whether the noisy L1 connection is present in the mined process model. Analogous results (omitted here for the sake of brevity and their straightforward nature) were obtained for L2 loops.
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It is clear that our newly defined dependency measures for short loops are more selective in terms of presenting them in the mined process model, which increases the validity of the model.
In order to evaluate the validity of the semantic process model, the fitness measure is used. Although fitness is related to completeness, it can also be used here. Namely, the fitness of the semantic process model generated by
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the Heuristics Miner will be 0 since the generated model is syntactically incorrect and consequently the model will not be able to mine any trace present in the event log. The goal is thus to show that the semantic process models generated by the Updated Heuristics Miner have a value close or equal to 1.
To ascertain the validity of the semantic process model generated by the Updated Heuristics Miner, different theoretical cases are investigated. The following cases concerning semantics are possible in an event log: se- is thus not able to mine semantic dependencies in an event log, while the Updated Heuristics Miner mines the semantics in a valid way.
Evaluating the completeness of the mined process models
In order to evaluate the completeness of the mined process models, again the fitness measure is used. Caution is in order, however. A high fitness will indeed imply that the mined process model is more complete, but it may 345 also denote a process model containing noisy dependencies and thus overfitting of the event log occurs. The precision measure from Rozinat et al. (2007b) is appropriate for penalizing overfitted models, however, measuring precision is not feasible. Therefore, in our evaluation, we attempt to consider other elements related to precision in order for a valid conclusion to be made concerning the completeness of the Updated Heuristics Miner.
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A first evaluation is focused toward making sure important L2 connections are now shown in the mined process model. This is related to completeness, as discussed in Section 4 and Section 5. Fictitious event logs were constructed and Table 5 shows the results for this evaluation. A log named L2 90 10 denotes an event log of the following form: {CABABD 90 , CAAD 10 }. Even though the L2 connection consists 90% of the event log, the L2 connection will not be shown since one of the activities is also involved in 10% of the loops of length one. From 355   Table 5 , it is clear that the fitness of the Updated Heuristics Miner is higher than or equal to the fitness of the Heuristics Miner in all but one case. The reason for this devious case is that the L1 connection is now the most important connection and consequently the L2 relation will not be shown. In order to conclude whether the Updated Heuristics Miner mines process models with a higher quality than the Heuristics Miner in ProM 6.2, the next evaluation focuses on real-life event logs.
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The event logs used for this evaluation are the event log of De Lijn and two other real-life event logs made publicly available by (ProcessMiningGroup). The event log of De Lijn consists of events related to the customercomplaint process of the company. The second event log financial log is related to a fraud detection process and the volvo log is an event log of an incident management system of the company Volvo.
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The fitness values and their constituting variables for these event logs mined by the Heuristics Miner in ProM 6.2 are shown in Table 6 . The results for the process models generated by the Updated Heuristics Miner are shown in Table 7 . The number of correctly parsed traces c has increased and the number of missing and remaining activities (m and r) has decreased, which means that the mined process models "fit" reality more than the process models mined by the Heuristics Miner in ProM 6.2. An improvement in these values is not the only 370 important aspect, since reaching a fitness value of 1 may imply overfitting of the event logs. The presence of frequent behavior (i.e. dependencies which occur relatively often in an event log, e.g. more than 10%) and the clarity of the mined process models must also be taken into account. Table 6 and Table 7 also show the percentage of frequent behavior present in the mined process models. It is clear that for two event logs, the percentage of most frequent behavior present in the model is higher for the 375 Updated Heuristics Miner than for the Heuristics Miner. In the other case the percentage does not differ largely and the relative difference is smaller than the large improvement gained for the other two event logs.
When looking at the process model mined by the Updated Heuristics Miner in Figure 5 for De Lijn, it is obvious that a clear and less overfitted spaghetti-model is obtained than the process model obtained by the Heuristics
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Miner in Figure 4 . The Updated Heuristics Miner shows all relevant behavior (see Table 7 ) in the model and is thus more complete. Figure 6 shows the mined process model of the financial log mined by the Heuristics Miner in ProM 6.2.
Comparing this mined process model in terms of clarity to the one generated by the Updated Heuristics Miner, shown in Figure 7 , and considering the fact that both process models have the same number of connections, leads 385 to the conclusion that the process model is not deteriorated into a spaghetti-model by an increasing fitness value. Figure 8 shows the resulting process model for an event log of the incident management system of Volvo, mined by the Heuristics Miner algorithm in ProM 6.2. The process model resulting from the same event log by the Updated Heuristics Miner algorithm is shown in Figure 9 . It is apparent from Figure 8 , that a lot of loops of length one present in approximately 15.66% of the traces and is part of the most occurring case variants in the event log.
Evaluation based on cost, effort and time
Obviously, since ProM is open-source, there is no higher cost in using the Updated Heuristics Miner with respect to the Heuristics Miner.
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When evaluating the Updated Heuristics Miner based on effort (i.e. the number of mouse clicks a user has to perform), it does not differ much from the implemented Heuristics Miner in ProM. A checkbox "Use updated
Heuristics Miner" has been added to the user interface.
Evaluating the Updated Heuristics Miner based on time, resulted in no difference in execution time, which illustrated that no trade-off has to be made between the quality of the mined process model and execution time.
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The event logs used to compare the execution times are on the one hand conceptual event logs and on the other hand real-life event logs, made available by ProcessMiningGroup (2013).
Conclusion of the evaluation and possible threats to validity
Considering the objectives set out in Section 3, we can now conclude from the evaluation that the three objectives have been satisfied.
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The first objective stated that the validity of the mined process models has to be ensured in the developed artifact. First of all, the new short-loops dependency measures were shown to result in more valid results. The old measures namely resulted in a process model showing noisy short loops and thus in a less valid model for the user. An inherent problem with heuristics is that there is no right answer, so assuming ours is 'the" answer would not be a correct conclusion. We believe however, that our dependency heuristic comes closer to a good 415 dependency measure for short loops than the measure from the Heuristics Miner theory. A drawback to our newly defined dependency measures might be that loops are now more easily excluded from the process model.
However, we believe it is better to show only relevant connections instead of also showing noisy connections.
Second, the validity of the semantic process models was evaluated by mining fictitious event logs with different levels of semantics. From the construction of these event logs and the results obtained, it can be deduced that the Updated Heuristics Miner now presents a correct semantic process model. A drawback, however, is that this evaluation could not be performed on real-life event logs since ProM does not calculate the fitness for semantic process models and it is not feasible for real-life event logs to calculate manually. The absence of a fitness measure for semantic process models is a disadvantage and an indication that the visualization of semantic process models is a point of improvement in ProM.
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The second objective concerns the completeness of the mined process models in ProM. Care should be taken when evaluating completeness. More specifically, the goal is not to include all behavior in the mined process model, which would indeed result in an overfitted model, but to find a trade-off between specialization and generalization. Therefore, we evaluated not only the fitness, but also investigated the presence of frequent 430 behavior. Our findings imply that the Updated Heuristics Miner indeed results in more complete process models (i.e. containing more of the frequent behavior present in the event log) without generating overfitted models.
The last columns in Table 6 and Table 7 clearly show that frequent behavior is now present in the event log without overfitting the data, as can be witnessed from the mined process models.
A threat to the validity of our evaluation of completeness lies in the fact that since so little real-life event
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logs are publicly available, it is not straightforward to perform an extensive evaluation of a process discovery algorithm. Every event log has its own characteristics and a certain process discovery algorithm may or may not be able to deal with these specific characteristics. Moreover, the lack of a clear and structured evaluation framework with accompanying metrics for process discovery techniques makes it difficult to perform an objective evaluation. The lack thereof is an opportunity for further research. A comprehensive and systematic attempt 440 towards the development of such a framework has been made by De Weerdt et al. (2012) . However, in order for clear-cut conclusions concerning the performance of process discovery techniques, the process mining community must also make an effort to collect more divergent real-life event logs. This would contribute to process mining research since existing techniques may only then be systematically compared and evaluated.
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The last objective concerning the cost, the execution time and the effort respectively, are also clearly reached.
Conclusion
In this design science paper, we have improved the validity and the completeness of the Heuristics Miner in ProM, a well-known and popular process discovery tool in both research and practice. Three structural problems in the Heuristics Miner algorithm itself were found throughout this work, along with two implementation 450 problems in the ProM 6.2 Heuristics Miner tool.
One structural problem was related to the validity of the mined process model. The definition of dependency measures for short loops resulted in the inclusion of noisy loops in the models. After closer investigation of these measures, it was found that these were counter-intuitive in relation to the intrinsic meaning of these loops. They were changed from being pure frequency measures to dependency measures taking into account their relative 455 importance.
The other structural problems were related to completeness and more specifically to the use of the all-tasksconnected heuristic. This heuristic makes a connection between each event and its predecessor and successor, convinced that all events are connected. However, since other strong connections may exist, the relative-to-best threshold is used. Yet, the Heuristics Miner algorithm does not use this threshold in an intuitive way, i.e. it 460 makes use of another static threshold value which is not in any way related to the relative-to-best threshold.
A last structural problem consisted in the exclusion of loops from the all-tasks-connected heuristic. Since this heuristic allows for a partial independence from static threshold values, the Updated Heuristics Miner includes them in the heuristic. These two alterations result in a more intuitive use of threshold values. Therefore, the Updated Heuristics Miner becomes more accessible for non-experienced or first-time users.
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We must note that we do not state to have found 'the' ultimate solution to this problem; heuristics are intrinsically not optimal. We do believe, however, that these new definitions and assumptions are more intuitive as well as more accurate. This alteration moreover stresses the need for rigid developing and evaluation methods for process discovery techniques. The most important contribution of our work, therefore consists of showing to the community the high need for data and evaluation methods.
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Another problem found in the implementation of the Heuristics Miner in ProM 6.2 concerned the semantic process model. This model was not similar to the semantic process models defined in theory. Also, when looking more closely how they were build, it was obvious that these were built in an arbitrary way. In evaluating the solution to this problem, we found that the fitness value could not be calculated using ProM. Therefore, for more 475 complex real-life event logs, this solution could not be evaluated. We however tried to theoretically prove that these real-life event logs can now be semantically mined. This gap between theoretical and practical evaluation of mined process models, which makes full evaluation of the process models not possible, could be an opportunity for further research.
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The relevance of the problems tackled in this paper is obvious when considering the popularity of the Heuristics Miner algorithm in both theory and practice. It is not acceptable for such a technique to lack in validity and completeness. The practical implications of this paper are thus straightforward, i.e. practitioners can now use the Updated Heuristics Miner trusting in the fact that the mined process models now show complete and valid results. The theoretical contributions of this work are less obvious, but nevertheless important. At first sight,
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this work only shows an improvement to a popular and widely used technique and thus proves the practical relevance. However, two important but indirect theoretical consequences result from this improvement.
First of all, there is an abvious need for an overall developing and evaluation framework for process discovery techniques in the process mining community. Researchers developing a technique in this area are left to trust upon the quality of their algorithm by evaluating it on fictitious event logs and a very small number of real 490 life event logs. Every event log, however, shows different characteristics that may not be accounted for by the developed technique. And thus, using the technique on new available event logs might result in invalid and incomplete mined process models. We strongly advocate further research to focus on the development of such a developing and evaluation framework instead of focusing on the development of new and improved process discovery techniques. Also, a collection of event logs with divergent characteristics should be collected in order for 495 researchers to be able to thoroughly evaluate their process discovery techniques. Then, when such a collection of event logs is present in the community, a benchmarking study can be conducted for the different existing process discovery techniques. This would highly benefit the process mining community since systematically evaluating and comparing existing techniques may lead to the construction of even better techniques.
The second and main theoretical contribution lies in the fact that the Heuristics Miner technique has been 500 used in previous scientific research and these results have contributed to the existing body of knowledge. The validity and completeness of these results, however, can not be guaranteed as can be shown from this work. The improvement of the quality of a research instrument, in this case the Heuristics Miner, will presumably result in an improvement of the quality of the research that uses this instrument.
The contribution of this paper to the research community thus constitutes the improvement of future research 505 related to the Heuristics Miner, the obvious need for a systematic evaluation framework for process mining techniques and the need for an extensive benchmarking study of these techniques.
